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WATER CONTROLS FOR PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL PLACES

Anti-scalding 
safety

80%
water savings

Temperature 
stability

Hygiene and infection 
control

DELABIE has unveiled its new thermostatic electronic shower panel: 

SPORTING 2 SECURITHERM.  

Hygienic, safe and economic, it guarantees optimal comfort.

Impeccable hygiene

Thanks to its electronic technology, 
there is no need for manual contact when 
using the SPORTING 2 SECURITHERM, 
preventing the spread of germs. 
The flow opens and shuts off when the sensor 
detects a hand. A 60-second flush occurs 
every 24 hours after the last use to purge 
the water distribution system. This helps 
the fight against bacterial proliferation 
which occurs when water stagnates 
in the pipework.   
A scale-resistant shower head adds 
to its hygienic attributes. 

Preventative anti-Legionella 

solution

Legionella bacteria develop between 
25 and 45°C, and in stagnant water. 
We recommend mixing the water as close 
as possible to the point-of-use to prevent 
its development.  
The SPORTING 2 SECURITHERM 
is an ideal solution: the shower panel 
is supplied directly by the hot water 
distribution system (at temperatures 
above 50°C) and by cold water also from 
the system. The thermostatic mixing valve 
integrated in the shower head blends the 
water to 38°C and delivers it immediately.  
There is no mixed water circulating between 
the hot water system and the shower,  
nor is there any standing water 
in the shower panel. 

Optimal anti-scalding safety

SECURITHERM technology ensures 
the user’s safety. It eradicates the risk 
of scalding thanks to the thermostatic 
mixing valve integrated within the shower 
head.  
If the cold water supply fails, 
the mechanism shuts off automatically 
to avoid delivering scalding hot water. 
The mixed water temperature can be pre-set 
by the installer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comfort for all

The mixer delivers a stable temperature 
regardless of pressure variations 
in the system, ensuring the user’s 
comfort. If the hot water supply fails, 
the shower shuts off automatically 
to prevent cold showers. 
DELABIE also offers a version with 
a comfort shower head with a rain-effect 
spray (DP).

Installation and maintenance 

adapted for all configurations

This shower panel has also been 
designed to simplify installation. 
Several versions are available: exposed 
inlets to connect from the top in front 
of the wall; or recessed inlets to connect 
from the rear (from the top or from 
beneath).  
Maintenance is simplified, with direct 
access to the filters and non-return 
valves; and the stopcocks are also 
integrated within the shower head. 

An economical and ecological 

solution

The SPORTING 2 SECURITHERM 
shower panel can deliver water savings 
of up to 80% compared to a conventional 
shower. The water flow can be interrupted 
at any moment by the user simply 
by passing their hand in front of the sensor. 
If the user forgets, 
shut-off is automatic after 60 seconds, 
which prevents waste.  
Finally, the flow rate is controlled 
and pre-set at 6 litres per minute.

SPORTING 2 SECURITHERM ELECTRONIC SHOWER PANEL
A simple and aesthetic anti-Legionella solution

SPORTING 2 SECURITHERM shower panel, ref 714910
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PRODUCT BRIEF / SPORTING 2 SECURITHERM
The SPORTING 2 SECURITHERM is totally hygienic: there is no manual contact, and a daily duty flush prevents bacterial proliferation.  
With SECURITHERM technology, the user benefits from total safety (anti-Legionella solution, anti-scalding system) and optimal comfort.  
To simplify its installation, it is available in several versions to adapt easily to the installation type. 
Economical and ecological, it delivers up to 80% water savings and minimises waste.

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section

Exposed water inlets

Recessed water inlets  

from beneath

Recessed water inlets  

from above

THERMOSTATIC MIXING VALVE AT THE POINT-OF-USE

COLD WATER  

INLET

HOT WATER  

INLET

MIXED WATER OUTLET 

~38°C

HOT WATER DISTRIBUTED AT > 50°C

Water is blended in the  

SPORTING 2 SECURITHERM :  

shower head close to the hot 

water distribution system 

No mixed water 

circulation in the  

shower panel:  

reduces bacterial 

development

Integrated anti-Legionella solution

MULTIPLE 
INSTALLATION  
OPTIONS

SPORTING 2 SECURITHERM electronic shower 

panel with mains supply, recessed inlets

Ref. DELABIE: 714910

SPORTING 2 SECURITHERM battery-operated 

shower panel, top inlets

Ref. DELABIE: 714906



WATER CONTROLS FOR PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL PLACES

The TEMPOMATIC 5 mixer/tap offers a hygienic solution for users in public places. Its attractive 

positioning removes the price barrier to making the switch to 100% touch-free electronic controls 

and improving hygiene for users of public washrooms. Moreover, its low water consumption and easy 

maintenance make it a valuable solution to prevent the waste of resources. 

Hygiene

The TEMPOMATIC 5 is a solution which guarantees total 
hygiene for public buildings. It removes any risk 
of spreading germs by hand, unlike conventional mixers 
and taps. The flow starts and stops automatically without 
any manual contact. The user is, therefore, fully protected. 

The pipework is flushed daily, every 24 hours after the last 
use to prevent any bacterial development. 

The TEMPOMATIC 5 is also equipped with a reduced-
stagnation solenoid valve which replaces the water 
with every use, preventing any water stagnation inside 
the mixer or tap. The system is therefore also protected.  

Water savings

The flow rate is pre-set at 3 litres per minute and can be 
adjusted from 1.4 to 6 litres. Thanks its automatic shut-off 
when hands are removed from the detection zone, 
the TEMPOMATIC 5 delivers 90% water savings 
compared to a conventional mixer or tap. 

Simple to install and maintain

Installation is simple and no additional special action 
is required. A traditional mixer or tap can be replaced 
by a battery-operated TEMPOMATIC 5 without any 
electrical connection required. 

Maintenance is quick and easy, which saves precious time 
in public buildings. Spare parts are available and are easy 
to access, ensuring that the product has an excellent 
lifespan. 

Ergonomic

Touch-free, the TEMPOMATIC 5 activates when the user’s 
hand are detected, and it stops when they are removed 
from the sensor zone. On mixers, the temperature 
is adjusted via a side control lever. 

Design

The clean and timeless lines of TEMPOMATIC 5 allow 
 it to fit perfectly into any public place and any installation 
type. DELABIE’s mixers and taps will withstand intensive 
use and vandalism in public buildings. Their robust design 
and sleek lines prevent any attempt to remove them. 
 

DECK-MOUNTED TEMPOMATIC 5  
ELECTRONIC BASIN MIXER & TAP 
Simplifying the switch to electronic controls in public washrooms

TEMPOMATIC 5 electronic basin tap Ref. 44900615

CR123 Lithium  
battery-operated 

230/6V mains supply

Hygiene and infection control

Water savings
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PRODUCT BRIEF / TEMPOMATIC 5 ELECTRONIC MIXERS & TAPS
DELABIE’s TEMPOMATIC 5 electronic mixers and taps improve hygiene in public buildings thanks to their 100% touch-free operation. 
Their attractive pricing helps with the switch from manual solutions to touch-free electronic solutions. Their ergonomic design and ease 
of use offer convenience to all types of public places and users, whatever their level of autonomy. 
With its 90% water savings and its easy maintenance, TEMPOMATIC 5 prevents the waste of resources. 10-year warranty.

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section

TEMPOMATIC 5 tap - 230/6V mains supply

TEMPOMATIC 5 tap - CR123 Lithium 6V battery-operated

TEMPOMATIC 5 tap, mains supply

Ref. DELABIE: 499000 - 449100

TEMPOMATIC 5 tap, battery-operated

Ref. DELABIE: 499006 - 449006

TEMPOMATIC 5 mixer, 

mains supply

Ref. DELABIE: 499000

TEMPOMATIC 5 mixer, 

battery-operated

Ref. DELABIE: 499006

TEMPOMATIC 5 tap, 

mains supply

Ref. DELABIE: 449100

TEMPOMATIC 5 tap, 

battery-operated

Ref. DELABIE: 449006



WATER CONTROLS FOR PUBLIC AND COMMERCIAL PLACES

TEMPOFLUX 3 RECESSED
Time flow direct flush system with a design-led black glass flush plate for WCs.

Refs. 763BOX-763000 and 763BOX-763040

Water savings

Design

Comfort

Waterproof housing

The TEMPOFLUX 3 features an innovative recessing housing, patented by DELABIE. It adapts to all types 

of installation and to wall finishes from 10 - 120mm deep. Its new black heat-tempered glass flush plate 

combines the specific needs of public places (comfort, water savings and vandal-resistance) 

with an exacting aesthetic.

Water savings 

The TEMPOFLUX 3 with 3L/6L dual flush function 
optimises the flush volume and saves water.  
The flush volume can be adjusted to 2L/4L, to achieve 
the highest levels of environmental labels.
An anti-blocking feature controls the flush volume 
regardless of the length of time the user presses the button.

Comfort

Thanks to its soft-touch operation, the TEMPOFLUX 3  
can be operated by any user (children, the elderly or people 
with reduced mobility).
The acoustic level is reduced and complies with 
the European standard EN 12541class II.

Design

The black glass flush plate on the TEMPOFLUX 3 follows 
the desire for design that is increasingly sought after 
in public buildings. The polished metal buttons and surround 
are aesthetic assets that also add to the robust nature 
of the TEMPOFLUX 3. The flush plate is also available 
in satin finish or chrome-plated metal. 

Easy to install

There are multiple installation options for the housing: 
fixed to plasterboard rails by the sides; to solid walls from 
the front, or onto panels from the rear.
The housing can be cut to size lengthways to adjust 
to walls up to 120mm deep: thick walls (bricks or breeze 
blocks) for public buildings exposed to high levels 
of vandalism. The TEMPOFLUX 3 can be connected from 
outside the housing to standard or “pipe-in-pipe” systems.

Secure flush

During installation, the cartridge can be replaced 
by a temporary casing to facilitate and ensure a safe 
system flush, without damaging this sensitive element. 

Waterproof housing

Standard housings are designed to be cut to size behind 
the collar which increases the risk of leaks between the wall 
and the collar.
DELABIE has developed a housing that can be cut to size 
in front of the collar which ensures that the installation 
is completely watertight. A seal integrated within the collar 
means that the housing is 100% waterproof. 
The collar simply clips onto notches on the housing which 
help to lock it in place (patented system).

Resistant to intensive use and vandalism

To avoid misuse and waste, the TEMPOFLUX 3 
is equipped with an AB Anti-Blocking system. 
This security feature prevents the valve being blocked 
in the open position. The valve flushes only when 
the push-button is released.

Simple to service and maintain

The cartridge, flush actuator and stopcock are 
all accessible from the front. Simply remove the flush 
plate to gain access.  
The flush volume can be adjusted (3L/6L or 2L/4L) 
on the back of the flush plate, without shutting off the 
water or removing the valve.
Unlike other products that are available, TEMPOFLUX 3’s 
backflow prevention device is located inside the housing. 
In the event of any backflow, the water will be evacuated 
in front of the wall, via the housing, and not behind (or into) 
the wall.
The valve is suitable for grey water and sea water. 
The valve can be disconnected and removed from 
the inside without removing the housing, making 
protection from frost and in-depth maintenance easier. 
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PRODUCT BRIEF / TEMPOFLUX 3
A recessed dual flush, direct flush valve with anti-blocking, featuring a design-led black glass flush plate.

DELABIE’s time flow direct flush WC valve combines design, comfort and vandal-resistance. The studied design of its new black glass flush plate 
enhances public washrooms. The same housing can be installed in various ways: on plasterboard rails, solid walls or panels.  
It is completely waterproof thanks to a patented system where the housing is cut to size in front of the collar. To simplify maintenance procedures, 
the sensitive elements (cartridge, filter and stopcock) can be accessed from the front, without removing the housing.
10-year warranty.

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section

Secure flushTEMPOFLUX 3 recessed

Ref. DELABIE: 763BOX-763030

A SINGLE PRODUCT FOR ALL TYPES OF INSTALLATION
ADJUSTABLE FINS

PANELSSOLID WALLSPLASTERBOARD RAILS

Installation example

Ref. DELABIE: WC TEMPOFLUX 3

TEMPOFLUX 3 recessed 

Black glass

Ref. DELABIE:  
763BOX-763030

TEMPOFLUX 3 recessed

Black glass

Ref. DELABIE: 763BOX-763030



ACCESSIBILITY AND INDEPENDENCE

THE DROP DOWN SUPPORT RAIL, IT’S GOT LEG(S)!
Be-Line® drop-down support rail with leg

The DELABIE Group, an expert in accessibility in public places, having already presented us with 
the Be-Line® drop-down, removable support rail, now offers the drop-down support rail with a leg; 
meeting the need for safety and accessibility in all installations.

Design & Well-being
DELABIE continues its quest to deliver design for all 
with its Be-Line® range, demonstrating a combination 
of comfort and aesthetics in public places. Be-Line® 
removes the stigmatising and medical aspects 
of accessible equipment designed for those who have 
temporarily, partially or permanently lost their autonomy.

Designing pleasant and accessible washrooms 
is a challenge that the Be-Line® drop-down support rail 
rises to admirably. Its design-led concept features clean 
lines and a discreet aesthetic to blend naturally into 
washroom spaces. Available in metallised anthracite 
or matte white powder-coated aluminium, this drop-
down rail provides a strong visual contrast with the wall, 
adapting to all decorative styles.  

Safety and Living well
The Be-Line® drop-down, removable support rail has 
a rounded profile which, combined with an ergonomic flat 
front face, prevents rotation for an optimal grip. In addition to 
its safety pack comprising a 10-year warranty, CE mark, and 
testing to over 200kg, this Be-Line® drop-down rail 
has a leg which offers additional security to the user when 
a wall fixed version is insufficient. This leg also provides 
instant reassurance for people with reduced mobility who 
find using washrooms outside of the home a complicated 
and sometimes even frightening experience.

This Be-Line® drop-down support rail takes up minimal 
space when in the raised position. 
Since it is removable, it can also reduce the number 
of support rails installed in establishments which offer 
temporary accommodation such as hospitals and hotels. 
The support rail is therefore installed when required 
by the user, and when it is removed, it can be replaced 
by a cover. 

For everyone
The design of this drop-down support rail transcends 
generations and can be used by anyone, regardless 
of their age or degree of autonomy. In public and 
commercial buildings, the user is unknown, so it is 
necessary to provide accessible equipment that can 
be used in every eventuality.

The Be-Line® range, which includes the drop-down rails 
as well as grab bars and shower seats, aims to deliver 
a feeling of well-being and living well by making 
the shared use of all sanitary spaces more pleasant, 
whether they are showers, toilets or washbasins. 

Metallised anthracite or 
matte white support rails

650mm rails available

Also available in 850mm

Drop-down rails also 
available without legs

Ref. 511962W
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PRODUCT BRIEF / THE DROP-DOWN SUPPORT RAIL, IT’S GOT LEG(S)!
The DELABIE Group, an expert in accessibility in public places, introduced the new Be-Line® drop-down, removable support rail a few months 
ago, now it has unveiled a version with a leg. Combining aesthetics and comfort, design and discretion, well-being and safety, 
this drop-down support rail with leg is not only suitable for all users - the elderly, people with reduced mobility or disabled people - but also 
for those installations which require additional reinforcement.

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section



ACCESSIBILITY AND INDEPENDENCE

HAND WASHING: AN AUTOMATIC REFLEX! 
TEMPOMATIC 4 electronic soap dispenser

The DELABIE Group, an expert in sanitary equipment for public buildings, continues to innovate. 

Its flagship product, the TEMPOMATIC 4 electronic tap, has just found the ideal hygiene partner - 

the electronic soap dispenser. And, as with taps, to be 100% hygienic, it has to be 100% touch-free.

New hygiene partner

The TEMPOMATIC family called out for a basin-mounted 
soap dispenser! Like its colleagues in the tap range, 
it’s electronic and, therefore, touch-free, with mains supply.

Thanks to an infrared sensor, the soap dispenser is more 
hygienic, avoiding any contamination by hand. 
A new weapon in the fight against bacteria! 

Shared design

The TEMPOMATIC 4 electronic soap dispenser was 
specifically designed to match the TEMPOMATIC 4 range 
of mixers and taps from DELABIE. 
Their shared design, modern and universal aesthetic, 
and chrome-plated finish are the key elements which 
elevate public washrooms which have become a showcase 
for the hygiene and design of the whole building.

Three-way function

The TEMPOMATIC 4 electronic soap dispenser 
is compatible with liquid and foam soap as well 
as hydroalcoholic gel for models with a tank. 

Thanks to the no-waste, non-drip dispenser, the right 
amount of soap for effective hand washing is always 
dispensed. The electronic soap dispenser therefore 
advocates waste prevention and efficiency. 

Instant refill 

Soap dispenser tanks need to be refilled regularly by 
maintenance staff. However, they are generally difficult 
to reach because the tank is often located under the basin 
or in inaccessible spaces. The TEMPOMATIC 4 deck-
mounted electronic soap dispenser facilitates filling tanks 
thanks to the intuitive and innovative clip-on system 
of its removable tank. 

TEMPOMATIC 4 
electronic soap dispenser

Ref. 512031PUK
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PRODUCT BRIEF / HAND WASHING: AN AUTOMATIC REFLEX!
The DELABIE Group, an expert in sanitary equipment for public places has launched its new TEMPOMATIC 4 electronic soap dispenser.  
Available in a basin-mounted chrome-plated version, this product has been designed to match DELABIE’s TEMPOMATIC 4 mixers and taps 
perfectly. The whole assembly is designed to enhance public washrooms, while encouraging total hygiene thanks to its touch-free operation 
and its compatibility with liquid and foam soap and hydroalcoholic gel.

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section



ACCESSIBILITY AND INDEPENDENCE

BLACK IS BACK!  
DELABIE’s range of black accessories 

Toilet paper dispenser

Toilet roll holder,  
or for spares

Toilet brush set with lid

Coat hook

The DELABIE Group, an expert in sanitary equipment for public buildings, has already developed 

a range of black products which includes BLACK BINOPTIC electronic taps, hand dryers, electronic soap 

dispensers, etc. Now we have a complete range of black accessories with which to equip washrooms 

in public buildings.

Paint it BLACK!

DELABIE has produced a whole selection of accessories 
in a matte black finish to add to its range of sanitary ware 
and fittings.

This range of matte black accessories now includes 
a coat hook, toilet brush set, toilet roll holder and paper 
towel dispenser.

The objective is to create the perfect partners 
for DELABIE’s black products, and in particular 
the BLACK BINOPTIC, as well as the new BLACK MAGIC 
stainless steel sanitary ware with a matte black Teflon® 
finish, such as the washbasins, WCs and urinals.

Designed for Public Buildings 
This range of black accessories is specifically designed 
for buildings open to the public, since its robust design 
is able to withstand intensive use in commercial buildings.

Public buildings face a different set of challenges to those 
found in domestic settings; which is why DELABIE’s 
accessories are designed to meet them in terms of easy 
maintenance, easy to clean, and anti-theft systems, etc. 

Modern and elegant design  
Washrooms in public buildings are now considered 
a showcase for the whole building, whether for hygiene 
or for design.

Upgrading these public spaces goes hand-in-hand 
with the development of the BLACK MAGIC collection 
at DELABIE.

These matte black accessories, with their modern 
and elegant design, will suit any living space and adapt 
to any interior decorative style. 

Refs. 510911BK, 4051BK, 4043BK
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PRODUCT BRIEF / BLACK IS BACK!
The DELABIE Group, an expert in sanitary equipment for public buildings, has extended its BLACK MAGIC range to include a selection 
of accessories, creating an entire range of products with a matte black finish. This range has been developed to provide the perfect match 
for DELABIE’s black products and the BLACK BINOPTIC taps and Black Magic sanitary ware range in particular. The goal is to create a design 
collection which improves sanitary spaces while meeting the needs of public buildings. 

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section



ACCESSIBILITY AND INDEPENDENCE

HYGIENE WITH NO COMPROMISES!  
BINOPTIC basin-mounted electronic soap dispenser

The DELABIE Group, an expert in sanitary equipment for public buildings, offers variety and the variants. 

The BINOPTIC electronic soap dispenser already exists in a wall-mounted version, and now we find it as 

a basin-mounted version that is still 100% touch-free and, therefore, 100% hygienic.

Detection solution!

The BINOPTIC family is expanding. 
Hygiene is a priority with this basin-mounted electronic 
soap dispenser. Touch-free, it is electronic and mains 
powered. 

Hands are detected by an infrared sensor which 
allows more hygienic hand washing, avoiding possible 
contamination by hand. An effective weapon against 
bacteria.  

From the wall to the basin

The BINOPTIC electronic soap dispenser matches 
DELABIE’s BINOPTIC taps perfectly thanks to their 
common design.  
Already familiar as a wall-mounted version, now the new 
basin-mounted version has arrived in the washrooms 
of public buildings.

In chrome-plated or black versions, the BINOPTIC 
basin-mounted electronic soap dispenser has a modern 
and universal appeal, contributing to the move to more 
up market washroom facilities. These latter are now 
considered as representative of the image of the whole 
building.

Liquid, foam … and gel!

This electronic soap dispenser is compatible with liquid 
and foam soap as well as hydroalcoholic gel for models 
with a tank. What’s more, the right amount of soap 
is always dispensed thanks to the no-waste, non-drip 
dispenser which it features.

The crafty tank

Soap dispensers are often one of those washroom 
accessories which can be difficult to reach because 
the tank is often located under the basin or in inaccessible 
spaces. The BINOPTIC basin-mounted electronic soap 
dispenser facilitates filling tanks. 
The innovative and unique clip-on system of the removable 
tank is designed to make it easy to use and make 
it intuitive for maintenance staff.

Available in a 
matte black version

BINOPTIC basin-mounted 
electronic soap dispenser, 

chrome-plated

Ref. 512521PUK
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PRODUCT BRIEF / HYGIENE WITH NO COMPROMISES!
The DELABIE Group, an expert in sanitary equipment for public buildings, presented us with its BINOPTIC wall-mounted electronic soap 
dispenser, and now it has extended its offer with a basin-mounted version. Available in chrome-plated or black finishes, these products have been 
designed to match DELABIE’s BINOPTIC taps, contributing to improving washroom facilities in public buildings. Touch-free and compatible with 
liquid or foam soap, and even hydroalcoholic gel for those versions with tank, total hygiene is guaranteed.

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section



STAINLESS STEEL SANITARY WARE

Ref. 120810BK - 379MCHB - 512151BKUK - 510622BK 

Black fixtures and fittings are the new design 

trend in commercial washrooms

Already familiar in domestic kitchens and bathrooms, 
this trend is now spreading to commercial washrooms. 
A timeless classic, black sanitary ware is a sure-fire way 
to bring style to washrooms, offering retro-chic with an 
industrial edge. 

DELABIE, European market leader for water controls 
and sanitary fittings for public and commercial places,  
understands that specialist products are required that 
will withstand intensive use and that are easy to clean 
to ensure optimal hygiene for all users.

This is why DELABIE has chosen to develop a range 
of 304 stainless steel sanitary ware with a matte black 
Teflon® finish. These new washbasins, WCs and urinals 
follow this design trend and meet the needs of public 
places.

Teflon® or PTFE, a durable finish that is easy 

to clean

The new range of black sanitary ware from DELABIE 
is made from 304 stainless steel, making them resistant 
to intensive use (unbreakable) and light - a valuable 
characteristic when it comes to installation. 
This stainless steel is coated with a matte black Teflon® 
finish.

Teflon® or PTFE is a chemical-resistant material. 
This is the same finish that is used on the pots and pans 
in our kitchens. But since sanitary ware (washbasins, 
WCs and urinals) is not subject to the same challenges 
as kitchen ware - high temperatures, sharp knives, etc., so

the black finish will remain intact for a long time.  
In addition, Teflon® is a non-stick surface. Scale, 
the main challenge to black finishes, will struggle 
to find purchase on the surface. Washroom cleaning 
and servicing is therefore simplified.

Paint it black!

The range of stainless steel sanitary ware with a matte 
black Teflon® finish now consists of 15 references: 
inset and countertop washbasins; wall-mounted 
washbasins; wall-hung or free-standing WC pans; 
WC pans for disabled toilets; WCs without cisterns; 
urinals and urinal dividers. These references are held 
in stock and are instantly available for despatch 
as individual units.

The washbasins are supplied without a waste, allowing 
specifiers to choose their decorative style: adding a black 
waste for a totally black ensemble, or a chrome-plated 
waste for a black/chrome mix-and-match look to match 
chrome-plated taps.

The new stainless steel sanitary ware with a matte black 
finish complements DELABIE’s water controls and 
accessories which are also available in a matte black 
finish. So, if you want to equip your washrooms with 
products that are on trend, and that meet the needs 
of public washrooms, DELABIE has the solution 
- and now offers a complete range for washbasins, 
WCs and urinals.

MATTE BLACK WASHROOMS - BY INVITATION ONLY!
Discover DELABIE’s new range of stainless steel sanitary ware 
with a matte black Teflon® finish.

MINI BAILA washbasin 
 in matte black  

ref. 121180BK

HEMI inset round 
washbasin in matte black 

ref. 120490BK

ALGUI countertop 
washbasin in matte black

 ref. 120110BK

Wall-hung S21 S WC 
 pan in matte black  

ref. 110310BK

FINO urinal in matte black 
ref. 135710BK
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PRODUCT BRIEF / MATTE BLACK WASHROOMS - BY INVITATION ONLY!
Do you want to bring style to your non-domestic washrooms? DELABIE’s stainless steel range with a matte black Teflon® finish delivers exclusivity 
in spades. These new washbasins, WCs and urinals bring design to public washrooms while ensuring durability, and optimal hygiene - completely 
indispensible for public and commercial washrooms.  
And to complete the picture, don’t forget DELABIE’s water controls and accessories with a matte black finish.

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section



STAINLESS STEEL SANITARY WARE

Ref. 100620

Stainless steel, an alternative to ceramic 

in commercial washrooms 

In public and commercial places it is important to have 
stylish and clean washrooms to earn the respect of users 
and minimise vandalism. 
DELABIE, European market leader for water controls 
and sanitary fittings for public and commercial places, 
has been offering a wide range of stainless steel sanitary 
ware for several years, all of which meet 
these requirements.

Stainless steel, inexorably made for design 

Stainless steel is the ideal material for commercial 
washrooms. Durable and unbreakable, it is often specified 
in places that are subject to high levels of vandalism. But 
stainless steel should not be the preserve of prisons only! 
It is also essential for hygiene. Used widely in hospitals 
and professional catering, it is bacteriostatic: bacterial 
retention after cleaning is extremely low.  

Moreover, stainless steel is a noble, stylish material which 
matches any washroom design. It is, therefore, at home 
in restaurants, offices, shopping centres, museums, 
schools, hotels, etc.
Finally, stainless steel respects the environment. 
100% recyclable, it contributes to sustainable 
development and protecting the environment.

AZA stainless steel urinal divider 

DELABIE has extended its range of stainless steel 
dividers with the new AZA urinal divider. 
Its minimalist design fits perfectly into trendy washrooms.
Made from bacteriostatic 304 stainless steel, its one-
piece shape limits the number of niches where bacteria 
can develop, making it easier to clean and ensuring 
optimal hygiene.  
Lightweight and discreet, it is the perfect partner for 
the FINO stainless steel urinal, and is right at home 
in public places such as restaurants, offices or hotels.

AZA STAINLESS STEEL URINAL DIVIDER 
Install alongside the FINO stainless steel urinal and bring style to your washrooms!

Stainless steel, a noble 
and stylish material

Stainless steel, essential 
for hygiene

Stainless steel, a resilient 
and unbreakable material

Stainless steel,  
100% recyclable
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Bring style to your washrooms with the new AZA stainless steel urinal divider developed by DELABIE. Made from bacteriostatic 304 stainless 
steel, its shape limits niches where bacteria can develop, making it easier to clean and ensuring optimal hygiene. Its minimalist design fits perfectly 
into trendy washrooms. Lightweight and discreet, it is the perfect partner for the FINO stainless steel urinal, and is right at home in public places such 
as restaurants, offices or hotels.

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section

PRODUCT BRIEF / AZA STAINLESS STEEL URINAL DIVIDER

AZA urinal divider

Ref. DELABIE: 100620



STAINLESS STEEL SANITARY WARE

Ref. 121360

Stainless steel, an alternative to ceramic 

in commercial washrooms 

In public and commercial places it is important to have 
stylish and clean washrooms to earn the respect of users 
and minimise vandalism. 
DELABIE, European market leader for water controls 
and sanitary fittings for public and commercial places, 
has been offering a wide range of stainless steel sanitary 
ware for several years, all of which meet these requirements.

Stainless steel, inexorably made for design 

Stainless steel is the ideal material for commercial 
washrooms. Durable and unbreakable, it is often specified 
in places that are subject to high levels of vandalism. 
But stainless steel should not be the preserve of prisons 
only! It is also essential for hygiene. Used widely 
in hospitals and professional catering, it is bacteriostatic: 
bacterial retention after cleaning is extremely low.  

Moreover, stainless steel is a noble, stylish material which 
matches any washroom design. It is, therefore, at home 
in restaurants, offices, shopping centres, museums, 
schools, hotels, etc.
Finally, stainless steel respects the environment. 100% 
recyclable, it contributes to sustainable development 
and protecting the environment.

LAVANDO WC stainless steel hand washbasin

DELABIE has designed the LAVANDO WC hand 
washbasin to extend its range of stainless steel sanitary 
ware. Its all-purpose rectangular shape can be integrated 
in disabled toilets or washrooms where space is limited. 
Made from bacteriostatic 304 stainless steel, its pressed 
bowl minimises niches where bacteria can develop, 
improving cleaning and, therefore, hygiene.  
Lightweight, it is avilable with a Ø 35mm tap hole 
on the left (ref. 121360) or the right (ref. 121370). 

Stylish, this new stainless steel hand washbasin for WCs 
enhances your washrooms and will fit easily into restaurant, 
office or hotel washrooms. 

LAVANDO WC STAINLESS STEEL HAND WASHBASIN
How to combine design, resistance and hygiene thanks to stainless steel

Stainless steel, a noble 
and stylish material

Stainless steel, essential 
for hygiene

Stainless steel, a resilient 
and unbreakable material

Stainless steel,  
100% recyclable
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DELABIE has designed the LAVANDO WC hand washbasin to extend its range of stainless steel sanitary ware. Rectangular and lightweight, 
its pressed bowl - made from bacteriostatic 304 stainless steel - makes it easy to clean. Stylish, this new stainless steel WC hand washbasin 
will enhance your washrooms and will fit easily into restaurant, office or hotel washrooms.

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section

PRODUCT BRIEF / LAVANDO WC STAINLESS STEEL HAND WASHBASIN

LAVANDO WC hand washbasin

Ref. DELABIE: 121360



WATER CONTROLS FOR HEALTHCARE FACILITIES AND RETIREMENT HOMES

BIOSA

F
E

ROBINETTERIE SANITAIRE

NO MORE NON-RETURN VALVES! THE THERMOSTATIC 
SHOWER MIXER WITH NO CROSS FLOW
H9768TP: Dual control shower mixer, no non-return valves 

Ref. H9768TP

The H9768TP SECURITHERM thermostatic shower mixer meets the needs of health and care facility 

users in terms of anti-scalding safety, hygiene and comfort while allowing the manager to optimise 

the water bill. The unique design of this mixer makes cross flow between the hot water and the cold 

water impossible, considerably reducing the risk of bacterial proliferation. 

SECURITHERM: total anti-scalding safety 

As with all of DELABIE’s SECURITHERM thermostatic 
mixers, this new shower mixer ensures total anti-scalding 
safety. 

The thermostatic cartridge ensures temperature 
stability whatever the variations in the pressure and flow 
rate in the system. 
The H9768TP mixer is fitted with a double temperature 
limiter, the first is set at 41°C and can be overridden, 
and the second is pre-set at 43°C, so the user has no 
risk of scalding themself. 

The thermostatic technology provides an automatic 
failsafe. If the cold water supply fails unexpectedly, 
the hot water shuts off immediately and completely. 
Similarly, if the hot water supply fails, the cold water 
shuts off immediately and completely, avoiding the risk 
of a cold shower which could cause the user to lose 
their balance or fall. 

The H9768TP mixer also benefits from Securitouch 
technology, preventing any risk of burns when touching 
the body. 

It is also possible to undertake thermal shocks at the 
temperature of the hot water in the system. Unscrew 
the temperature control cap using an Allen key and turn 
the valve spindle clockwise all the way to override 
the temperature setting.

 

 

 

 

 

 

BIOSAFE: infecion control

Cross flow between the Hot and Cold Water 

is impossible

The H9768TP shower mixer has been specifically 
designed to limit the risk of bacterial development. 

Due to its design, cross flow between the hot and cold 
water is totally impossible. Indeed, DELABIE has 
developed a unique, patented thermostatic mixing 
valve where cold and hot water shut off at the inlets, which 
renders non-return valves completely unnecessary.  

There is no specific maintenance required and the risk 
of cross flow is removed.  
Certified to the French standard NF M (Medical), 
this mixer has been designed to reduce the volume 
of standing water in the mixer to a minimum and, 
therefore, reduce the risk of bacterial development. 

Water and energy saving

With a flow rate of 9 litres per minute, the H9768TP 
mixer saves water while preserving user comfort. 
The water savings make it possible to reduce energy 
consumption and economise in terms of equipment.  
Moreover, the lower the volume of water in the 
installation, the lower the risk of bacterial proliferation.

The H9768TP SECURITHERM Securitouch 

thermostatic shower mixer is also available as a shower 
kit for exposed installation.

A small chrome-plated shelf is now available to fit onto 
the mixer as an option. Body hygiene products such 
as shampoo or shower gel can be placed on the shelf 
by users.

Anti-scalding safety

Hygiene and infection control
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DELABIE, a 100% family-owned French company, founded in 1928, is the European market leader in water controls and sanitary equipment for public and commercial places.  

The company offers five product ranges specifically for this market: Commercial water controls, Hospital water controls, Accessibility and Hygienic accessories, Stainless steel 

sanitary ware and Specialist water controls.
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PRODUCT BRIEF / SECURITHERM THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXER  
   WITH NO CROSS FLOW
H9768TP: Dual control thermostatic shower mixer, with no non-return valves

The H9768TP SECURITHERM Securitouch thermostatic shower mixer has been specifically designed to meet the needs of users in healthcare 
facilities and care homes. Due to its unique design, lack of non-return valves, very low volume of water in the body, etc. ... this mixer reduces the 
risk of bacterial proliferation considerably. It also ensures total anti-scalding safety for the user: temperature stability is guaranteed thanks to the 
thermostatic technology; maximum temperature limiter; hot water shuts off immediately if the cold water supply fails; the mixer body has thermal 
insulation; etc.
10-year warranty.

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section

Shower kit with riser rail  
Ref. DELABIE: H9768KIT

Shower kit  

with auto-draining device

Ref. DELABIE: H9768HYG

Thermal shock feature  
Ref. DELABIE: Croisillon_H9768TP

Lifestyle image: shower with H9768TP mixer

Ref. DELABIE: DOUCHE HÉBERGEMENT H9768TP
H9768TP cut-away: low water volume, 

thermal insulation and no non-return valves 
Ref. DELABIE: Coupe3D_H9768TP + 880



WATER CONTROLS FOR HEALTHCARE FACILITIES AND RETIREMENT HOMES

100% WATERPROOF, THE H9633 and 2551(EP) RECESSED  
SHOWER MIXERS ARE WELL CONNECTED!
A 100% waterproof, modular and adjustable recessing housing 

Refs. H9633 and 2551

DELABIE has redesigned its recessed shower mixers by equipping them with a new 100% waterproof 

recessing housing. This innovative system adapts to multiple installation configurations. They are 

designed to contribute to patient safety, the prevention of nosocomial infections and to general 

comfort.

BIOSAFE: infection control

DELABIE’s recessed shower mixers have been 
specifically designed with an interior which reduces 
the volume of standing water in the body and, therefore, 
reduces the risk of bacterial development considerably. 

Automatic anti-scalding safety

The recessed mechanical shower mixers, with pressure-
balancing (EP) and thermostatic technology, are fitted 
with a pre-set maximum temperature limiter. The user 
cannot override the temperature limiter, reducing the risk 
of scalding. 

The thermostatic and EP versions are also equipped 
with SECURITHERM technology which shuts off the hot 
water supply automatically and instantly if the cold water 
supply fails. With DELABIE’s thermostatic mixers, 
the hot water supply shut off is complete (with no trickle 
of water). With the pressure-balancing mixers, the flow 
rate is reduced to a very small trickle. If the hot water 
supply fails, DELABIE’s SECURITHERM mixers also 
shut off the cold water supply. 

Moreover, with these recessed shower mixers it is possible 
to undertake thermal shocks at the temperature of the 
hot water in the system. On the the EP and mechanical 
versions, simply press the red button located behind 
the control lever. On the thermostatic model, remove  
the lever to override the temperature limiter. 

Temperature stability

DELABIE’s recessed mechanical shower mixers are 
designed to reduce the temperature variations that 
occur when there are pressure changes in the system. 
Pressure-balancing models compensate for the 
variations in pressure between the HW and CW 
at the inlets, delivering water at a constant temperature. 
The SECURITHERM thermostatic versions ensure 
temperature stability regardless of pressure and flow 
rate variations in the system: the thermostatic cell reacts 
immediately to any fluctuations.

100% waterproof

The recessed shower mixers are equipped with 
an innovative, waterproof housing which is patented 
by DELABIE. This new design combines design and 
functionality. Standard housings are cut flush to the wall, 
which increases the risk of water ingress. 
DELABIE has developed a housing which is cut to size 
in front of the collar, ensuring a waterproof seal. The seal 
integrated at the rear of the collar makes it completely 
watertight. 
The H9633 and 2551(EP) recessed shower mixers 
are equipped with an angled outlet for the mixed water 
on the control plate: the product is therefore 100% 
waterproof.

Modular

There are multiple installation options.
The same housing can be installed: 
- on plasterboard rails (by the sides) 
- on the wall (from the front) 
- on panels (from behind)

Adjustable

The cut-to-size housing is the only one which can adapt 
to thick walls as well as thin partitions. 120mm in length, 
it can be installed on bricks or breeze blocks. 
The minimal installation option is on partitions of 10mm.

Simple and quick to install 

The housing can be connected to a standard or “pipe-
in-pipe” supply. The hydraulic connection is made from 
the outside of the housing. The housing is supplied with 
temporary caps to flush the system safely. They are then 
replaced by the ceramic or thermostatic cartridge, filters 
and/or the non-return valves. 
The housing has notches. Once the wall finish 
 is complete, the collar simply clips onto the housing 
(patented system). Thanks to the seal within the collar, 
the housing is watertight without the need for additional 
actions by the installer (silicone, etc). 
This collar has a dual role, acting as a waterproof seal 
and as a support to fix the wall plate in place. 

Also available without an angled outlet.

Anti-scalding safety

Temperature stability
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PRODUCT BRIEF / RECESSED SHOWER MIXERS
DELABIE has redesigned its recessed shower mixers, equipping them with a new, 100% waterproof recessing housing.

This innovative system adapts to multiple installation types, and up to 120mm installation depth. Maintenance is simplified: access is via the front 
of the housing by simply removing the cover plate. They are designed to contribute to patient safety, the prevention of nosocomial infection and 
general comfort in healthcare facilities.
They are available in mechanical, pressure-balancing (EP) and thermostatic versions. 10-year warranty.

Images available on our website delabie.co.uk, in the PRESS section

Lifestyle image: shower with H9631 mixer

Ref. DELABIE: DOUCHE H9631
Lifestyle image: shower with H9633 mixer

Ref. DELABIE: DOUCHE HÉBERGEMENT H9633

Recessed thermostatic shower mixer 
Ref. DELABIE: H9633 + H96CBOX

Recessed mechanical shower mixer  

Ref. DELABIE: 2541 + 254BOX

Recessed shower mixer

Ref. DELABIE: H96CBOX + H9633

A SINGLE PRODUCT FOR ANY TYPE OF INSTALLATION



AVAILABLE CATALOGUES:

DOC 609UK: Water Controls for Public and Commercial Places
DOC 900UK: Water Controls for Healthcare Facilities and Retirement Homes
DOC 950UK: Accessibility and Independence - Hygienic Accessories for Public and Commercial Places
DOC 750UK: Stainless Steel Sanitary Ware
DOC 200UK: Water Controls for Professional Catering
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